About Us
ZZL GROUP has 2 companies: ZZL TRUCK PARTS CO LTD & TOP LEAD
INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO LTD, one is specially deals with truck spare parts and
another deals with trucks and construction machineries.
Our company is a first-class heavy duty vehicles and auto spare parts supplier in China.
As an authorized company of China National Heavy Duty Truck Group Co., Ltd., the
company mainly deals with HOWO and STEYR series trucks and spare parts both at
home and abroad. For the trucks, the company can supply HOWO, STEYR series tractor,
cargo and dump trucks with 266HP, 290HP, 336HP, 371HP, 420HP. For the spare parts,
we provide all original SINOTRUK spare parts. As one the biggest SINOTRUK spare parts
supplier in China, the Company has strong supply ability. In 2007, the Company was
awarded by the China National Heavy Duty Truck Group (CNHTC) as a best gold supplier.
The Company pays attention to maintaining and developing the long-term cooperation
relationship with the customers. In recent years, according to SINOTRUK Overseas
Development trend combined with the actual situation, the Company has developed a
professional team in spare parts. We have established business relationship with our
customers all over the world. The parts is being exported to Russia, Middle East, Africa,
other Asia countries, etc. we will provide the best service and products, to satisfy the
demands of our customers. In another aspect, we will invest more resources in building up
and developing the service for parts of SINOTRUK products to suit for the need of the
modern international market in the following years.
Sticking to the principle of " all for our customers", we warmly welcome friends all over the
world to visit and establish business relationship with us.

Our advantages:
“QINREN” after-sale service “QINREN” stands for the brand of SINOTRUK after sale
service, which means that all customers will be respected as VIP and cared as relatives.
Our company is a signed spare parts wholesaler of SINOTRUK, we make sure that all our
parts is with super good quality & reasonable price. And also OEM service is available,
which have brought more benefits to our customers and cooperators.
Total technical service and solutions Our engineers and technicians have many years’
repair experiences; they can deal with all the problems encountered in daily use. The
sales know well in distinguish the spare parts, they can make sure that every parts in your

hand is exactly correct. Moreover, the company has rich experiences in foreign market.
They may give professional suggestion on easily-ware parts, help customer to establish
their own spare parts store system.
Large spare parts warehouse As one of the biggest distributor on SINOTRUK parts, we
have our own warehouse, so we can arrange the order soon. The customers do not need
to wait too long on their order. Usually, the goods can be delivered within 10 days, for
urgent needed parts, express way and Air way is also available..
Price and policy All the spare parts are directly from SINOTRUK and cooperating factory.
There is no middle third party in the deal, so we can make sure the price is good. For the
foreign market, we can have much better policy than local customer because of the
government’s encouragement on foreign trade.
Export: our international trade dept. have rich experiences on exporting spare parts and
trucks all over the world, which can help the customer to prepare and deliver the goods in
a very easy way, and also we can give a full support on various kinds of documents
required.
examples: Spare parts send to TURMANISTAN by Railway

Containers ready to be send to Algeria

Truck cabins loading to send to AUSTRILIA

HOVA 60 Mining trucks ready to be send to Myanmar

Cabins ready to send to IRAN

Shanghai Automechanica exhibition

SPARE PARTS WAREHOUSE

